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About This Game

The end of the world has come and gone, leaving only phantoms where once there was life. Now Schorl, the last surviving
human, and Spinel, the last of the magical saerii, search through the memories of a bygone era, hoping to find a future.

Pale Echoes is an RPG where exploration, collection, and critical thinking are key. Travel between the desolate real world and
the vibrant world of memories, reliving the events of the past and collecting powerful human memories, each with their own

unique skills.

Battle against and purify echoes, powerful phantoms left behind by the deceased, using a unique battle system where every lost
memory you collect is a different character to summon to your aid. Beware, however, as each memory can only act once, and

victory must be attained before your last memory has been used up.

Features:

• Open windows into the past to see the world as it used to be, solving puzzles and collecting memories to use in battle.

• A practical puzzle battle system, where the more memories you collect, the longer you can last in a fight.

• A story of finding hope when all seems lost, and friendship forged in the midst of resentment and despair.

• Uncover 40 different memories to summon into battle, and 30 different hidden lexicons that detail the history and culture of
the world that was lost.
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pale echoes steam. is pale echoes any good. pale echoes

Really fun, randomized levels with a different level everytime you click that start button.

Had the pleasure of trying this out at AVCon in SA, Australia and I had alot of fun playing it, it was a bit clunky when i was
playing it (which was 2 days ago), so i decided i would buy it on steam, and its alot of fun. Kinda reminded me of the way
spelunky and Rogue legacy did their randomizing

Keep up the amazing work.. The art style is nice and unique but the gameplay is poor and boring.

100 monster spawns and you die after a certain level
Guns are energy not ammo related. For example one shotgun shot reduce the upper middle bar by 10% Therefore if there are
hundreds of enemies you die.
Also i can glitch the game putting myself next to a corner of a wall and enemies stand there shooting but i get no damage then i
can take them down one by one.
Only one type of enemy.. i rather SUPER PUNCH a BEARD BROS then play this GARBAGE!!!. Cool, but useless.

Edit: A cool application that allows for, as the name implies, a living wallpaper. That could be a lone bear in the middle of the
sea, or a fighter jet flying in the sky. If you are into that sort of thing, this is a good choice.

Personally I have no use for such software, and thus I can not recommend it.

PS: If you have any trouble with this software, don't hesitate to contact the support team!
I have experienced the service team to be very quick and responsive, and they seem to care about their users.. Easy to play and
very entertaining.. Mahjong itself isn't even well programmed, because often times, various puzzles were impossible to solve
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The game is just great. Graphics everything just awesome!
I recomend it to everyone just relax and watch how your little thingy evolve.. A well written sci-fi adventure. It is by no means
perfect, with occasional bugs and awkward movement controls that will occasionally have you wanting to throw your mouse
through a window, but worth checking out. Through the game you get a rich sense of the world, told to you through hints and
mentions in conversation rather than the heavy-handed exposition we see in most similar games.. This game is in beta but there
is NO player base and its basically a camp on objective and wait for the other team to begin capture then just pick them off. one
grenade will do it as there is nobody playing this game. 3 maps....one for each person that was suckered into buying this..
Interesting game!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/a25bdcf_QB4. This one has promise, but with some fatal flaws. The game cannot be launched from within
VR at least on the HTC Vive. You have to click desktop view and manually launch it there. I've also have the game basically
freeze on me loading the bar area. It doesn't actually support motion controllers like it says it does, so everything is glance based,
or eyes as the mouse. You have to apply this same glance control scheme to move the camera. There shouldn't be arbitrary item
purchases for everything after we already all bought the game. The models are decent, but you're broke after you buy 2-3 items
and it's not clear how to make any money after visiting everywhere on the island. These titles should have time stop or slomo as
well.. Enjoyable if you like shooting dice. Has a few kinks to workout, but I won a bunch and then lost it all. Just like the real
thing. 8.5\/10
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